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Endovascular thrombectomy (EVT) as the standard care for acute stroke due to large vessel
occlusion has recently been validated through several randomized controlled trials (RCTs). Contact
aspiration (CA) and stent retriever (SR) are the two major EVT methods currently used. Because the
RCTs have mostly evaluated SR devices, there was a demand to test CA in relation to SR as a
frontline EVT treatment method. Recently, the Contact Aspiration vs Stent Retriever for Successful
Recanalization (ASTER) study, the first RCT to compare CA and SR, demonstrated similar efficacy
between them as a frontline EVT for patients with large vessel occlusions. This facilitates further
investigation to confirm better frontline EVT for patients with acute stroke. In this review, we
discuss past and recent developments in CA techniques, focusing on related literature. Additionally,
we describe practical skills to overcome technical difficulties that can be encountered during the
CA procedure. Finally, we review the evolution of device technologies, including a newer version of
using a large-bore aspiration catheter.
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Introduction
The benefit of endovascular thrombectomy (EVT) in the treatment of acute ischemic stroke secondary to large vessel occlusion (LVO) has recently been validated through several randomized controlled trials (RCTs).1-6 These trials mostly investigated
the latest versions of stent retriever (SR) devices Solitaire
(Medtronic, Santa Rosa, CA, USA) and Trevo (Stryker, Mountain
View, CA, USA); thus, major stroke guidelines have recommended
SRs as a frontline EVT.7-9 In practice, another frontline EVT method, contact aspiration (CA), is also used. In a recent survey of
United States neurointeventionalists, 39.7% of respondents re-

ported using CA (A Direct Aspiration first Pass Technique
[ADAPT]) as a frontline EVT, followed by 28.2% using SR, while
28.2% reported a combined usage of SR with CA.10 Due to the
paucity of studies investigating the effectiveness of CA relative
to SR, controversy has ensued for several years over which EVT
method is superior as a frontline EVT. Recently, the Contact Aspiration vs Stent Retriever for Successful Recanalization (ASTER)
study was the first RCT to compare frontline CA versus SR based
on patients at 8 French comprehensive stroke centers (n=381).
Results demonstrated similar efficacy between SR and CA as a
frontline EVT for patients with LVO.11 Moreover, another RCT, the
Comparison of Direct Aspiration vs Stent Retriever as a First Ap-
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proach (COMPASS), has just completed enrollment in the United
States (n=270).12 Evidently, the choice of more effective frontline
EVT is one of the most important practical issues, which may be
resolved within a couple of years.
There are two key technical elements for achieving successful recanalization during CA: “delivery” of a large-bore aspiration catheter to a thrombus, and “contact” between the tip of
the aspiration catheter and proximal surface of the thrombus.
With regard to delivery of an EVT device, CA is more technically
demanding than SR because of the larger size of the aspiration
catheter.13 With respect to contact, the optimal location of the
tip of the aspiration catheter is crucial for effective clot aspiration. These technical aspects are further described below. In the
ASTER trial, authors discussed the importance of doctors’ experience in achieving high successful recanalization rates and
stated a limitation in generalizing data interpretation to centers with less experience, as all eight participating centers were
highly experienced in performing both methods.11 In this review, we will briefly discuss the background of CA in the present era of EVT in treatment of acute LVO patients, and then
describe in more detail the technical aspects and overcoming
difficulties that can be encountered during CA procedures.

Contact aspiration for endovascular
stroke treatment: past and present
Contact or clot aspiration thrombectomy originated from a
manual aspiration therapy for large, peripheral vessel occlusions.14 In terms of the practical technique, a large-bore catheter from 4 to 8 Fr is advanced to the proximal surface of a clot,

then manual aspiration is performed via a syringe. The virtues
of this method are that it is fast to perform and technically
simple. Nevertheless, the application of the technique was historically restricted to non-tortuous vessels, due to the large
and stiff catheters available at the time.15,16 However, after the
launching the Penumbra System (Penumbra, Alameda, CA,
USA), this technique became applicable for acute stroke patients, as the Penumbra reperfusion catheter had a large internal diameter that was more malleable, making it effective at
advancing into intracranial arteries. Variations of this newgeneration CA technique are similar in procedure characteristics but differently named: forced aspiration suction thrombectomy (FAST) and ADAPT.17,18 The first case series on FAST was
published in 2011.17 In that case series, 22 consecutive patients
with LVO were enrolled with middle cerebral artery (MCA,
n=14), internal carotid artery (ICA, n=4), and basilar artery (BA,
n=4) occlusions. After the FAST procedure, 81.9% of the patients had successfully recanalization, with Thrombolysis In
Cerebral Infarction (TICI) Scale 2b/3. In 2013, a new modification of the Penumbra System technique was developed called
ADAPT. The main difference between FAST and ADAPT was the
generation of Penumbra reperfusion catheters. Thirty-seven
consecutive cases were treated with the ADAPT technique, 30
of which involved the anterior circulation. Revascularization
was successful in all cases, including 65% with TICI 3 recanalization.18 Over the past few years, new aspiration devices have
been developed, including variations in the shaft design and
the distal inner diameter, to enhance delivery and aspiration
capacity (Table 1). Therefore, data involving CA with new catheters are continuously improving.19-22

Table 1. Evolution of large-bore aspiration catheters from the first-generation Penumbra reperfusion catheter
Product name (company)

Length (cm)

Proximal OD (inch)

Proximal ID (inch)

Distal OD (inch)

Distal ID (inch)

054 reperfusion catheter (Penumbra)

132

0.080

0.064

0.066

0.054

5Max reperfusion catheter (Penumbra)

132

0.080

0.064

0.065

0.054

ACE 64 (Penumbra)

132

0.080

0.068

0.075

0.064

ACE 68 (Penumbra)

132

0.080

0.068

0.080

0.068

JET 7 (Penumbra)

132

0.085

0.072

0.075

0.072

ARC (Medtronic)

132

0.080

0.069

0.069

0.061

React 68 (Medtronic)

132

0.083

0.068

0.083

0.068

Catalyst 6 (Stryker)

132

0.079

0.060

0.071

0.060

Catalyst 7 (Stryker)

125/132

0.0825

0.068

0.082

0.068

Sofia (MicroVention)

125

0.068

0.055

0.068

0.055

125/131

0.083

0.070

0.082

0.070

Sofia Plus (MicroVention)
OD, outer diameter; ID, inner diameter.
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Multicenter Randomized Clinical Trial of Endovascular Treatment for Acute Ischemic Stroke in the Netherlands (MR
CLEAN), presented in 2014, was the first RCT to report beneficial results for EVT compared to intravenous thrombolysis in
acute stroke due to LVO specifically in the anterior circulation.1
This study was followed by five more trials reporting positive
results.2-6 All of these RCTs reported an increased rate of successful recanalization (modified TICI 2b/3), ranging from 59%
to 88%. More importantly, this technical success translated
into clinical improvement, which resulted in favorable clinical
outcome (modified Rankin Scale [mRS] 0–2 at 3 months) with
EVT in between 33% and 71% of cases.23 As described earlier,
these trials mostly included SR devices; thus, major stroke
guidelines have updated to recommend EVT with frontline SR
as standard stroke care. In the perspective of CA, there was an
RCT named The Randomized, Concurrent Controlled Trial to Assess the Penumbra System’s Safety and Effectiveness in the
Treatment of Acute Stroke (THERAPY) reported in 2016.24 This
trial attempted to demonstrate the superiority of aspiration
thrombectomy after intravenous-alteplase compared with intravenous-alteplase alone in patients with LVO, but failed to
achieve the primary endpoint, showing similar rates of functional recovery in both treatment groups (mRS 0–2 at 90 days,
EVT 38% vs. intravenous-alteplase 30%, P=0.52). However, interpretation of this data requires caution as THERAPY was
halted early after 108 patients (of 692 originally planned), due
to external evidence from the aforementioned SR-based RCTs.
Moreover, THERAPY reported 73% successful reperfusion
(modified TICI 2b/3) in a ≥8-mm clot burden population, which
was consistent with the other RCTs ranging from 59% (MR
CLEAN) to 88% (Solitaire with the Intention for Thrombectomy
as Primary Endovascular Treatment [SWIFT-PRIME]), and improvements in all additional secondary endpoints including
mRS at 30 days, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale, and
infarct volume using the Alberta Stroke Program Early CT Score
at 24 hours, demonstrated consistent directions of a beneficial
effect of EVT.23,24
Although the results of THERAPY were somewhat disappointing, there was no reduction in the use of CA due to the
obvious potential role of CA as a rescue of SR-based EVT.10 SR
is not always successful, as demonstrated by the Highly Effective Reperfusion evaluated in Multiple Endovascular Stroke Trials (HERMES) collaboration study that pooled individual data
of the five RCTs and showed that 29% of patients in the EVT
arm failed to achieve successful recanalization.23 Furthermore,
there have been several attempts to improve results of frontline CA by using switching strategy from CA to SR.25,26 A comparison of data from 119 patients treated with frontline SR
12
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(Solitaire FR, Medtronic) and 124 with ADAPT using Penumbra
reperfusion catheters was reported.25 The authors actively utilized the advantage of ADAPT in the case of failure of the
frontline ADAPT approach, by using the large-bore aspiration
catheter as a conduit for introducing a SR or another adjunctive device. As a result, frontline CA in the ADAPT group yielded
a higher rate of successful revascularization at final angiography than frontline SR (82.3% vs. 68.9%, P=0.022); however,
the use of adjunctive devices was higher in the ADAPT group
than in the Solitaire group (ADAPT 38.7% vs. Solitaire 13.3%,
P<0.001). Although the rate of successful recanalization by
ADAPT alone was only 50.8% (63/124), rescue switching to SR
resulted in successful recanalization in 69.6% (39/56) of cases.
Thus, they concluded the benefit of the frontline ADAPT strategy is largely derived from a higher percentage of rescue therapy. Interestingly, despite the markedly higher rate of adjunctive
device use in the ADAPT group, it did not lead to a prolonged
procedure time (ADAPT 45 minutes vs. Solitaire 50 minutes,
P=0.42). Although such a difference did not result in better
clinical outcomes (mRS 0–2 at 3 months, ADAPT 53% vs. Solitaire 54.8%, P=0.79), this necessitated further RCTs to define a
better frontline EVT strategy. The “switching concept” was first
reported with a period-to-period comparison analysis.27 In that
study, a CA-only strategy for recanalization was used in period
1, while a “switching strategy” (from CA to SR in cases of CA
failure after three attempts) was used in period 2. It was hypothesized that additional attempts with a different mechanism of SR using Solitaire could improve recanalization in difficult CA cases. As a result, patients in period 2 showed a trend
for higher TICI 2b/3 recanalization (73.8% vs. 85.1%, P=0.10)
and significantly better functional outcome at 3 months
(49.2% vs. 67.6%, P=0.03). More recently, another study compared frontline CA (n=47) and SR (n=70) strategies.26 The authors emphasized the importance of early, protocolized switching to rescue SR for achieving faster and better recanalization.
They typically attempted a single pass with the aspiration
catheter, and, if adequate recanalization was not achieved, deployed a SR through the aspiration system in order to use CA
and SR simultaneously (Combined ASPiration and stentrievER
[CASPER]) on the next attempt. In the frontline CA group, the
rate of successful reperfusion (TICI 2b/3) with a single pass of
ADAPT was 57%, which resulted in a mean number of 1.3
ADAPT attempts, 20 (42.5%) of which required rescue SR. Procedure time (54.0 minutes vs. 77.1 minutes, P<0.01) and time
to a TICI 2b/3 recanalization (294.3 minutes vs. 346.7 minutes,
P<0.01) were significantly lower in the frontline CA group
compared to frontline SR. However, the rates of final TICI 2b/3
recanalization (82.9% vs. 71.4%, P=0.19) and good functional
https://doi.org/10.5853/jos.2018.03076
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outcome at 90 days (48.9% vs. 41.4%, P=0.45) were similar
between the two groups. They concluded that a frontline EVT
using CA may be warranted prior to SR, based on the higher
rate of single pass TICI 2b/3 reperfusion and early, protocolized
switching to rescue SR. The positive effect of single pass TICI
2b/3 recanalization is consistent with a new concept of “first
pass effect.”28 Although this study used the North American
Solitaire Acute Stroke Registry database, which is based on LVO
patients treated with only Solitaire FR, they delivered a simple
and strong message to contemporary stroke physicians. “First
pass effect,” which was defined as achieving complete recanalization with a single thrombectomy device pass, was achieved
in 89 out of 354 (25.1%) and was associated with significantly
higher rates of good clinical outcome. Considering that the
57% of successful reperfusion with a single pass of ADAPT in
the aforementioned study,26 the “first pass effect” should be
considered an important parameter in future investigations to
define a superior frontline EVT strategy.
In 2017, the ASTER trial, which was the first RCT comparing
SR and CA, demonstrated a similar efficacy between the two
techniques as a frontline EVT for patients with an LVO.11 Of note,
the neurointerventionalists employed the assigned technique for
at least three attempts prior to switching to rescue therapy, and
the primary outcome was the percentage of modified TICI 2b/3
at the end of an EVT procedure. There was no significant difference in revascularization rates (CA 85.4% vs. SR 83.1%, P=0.53)
and the rates of good functional recovery (mRS 0–2 at 3 months,
CA 45.3% vs. SR 50%, P=0.38). Although the differences were
not statistically significant, rescue therapy was more common in
the CA cohort than in the SR cohort (32% vs. 23.8%; odds ratio,
1.57; P=0.05); however, median revascularization times were
shorter in the CA cohort (38 minutes vs. 45 minutes, P=0.10).
These results were in concordance with those of two previous
retrospective studies, suggesting that CA is a good frontline option if the attending neurointerventionalists can achieve quality
reperfusion within a few attempts, and in case of failure,
promptly switch to rescue SR per their own protocol.11 When
performing CA, faster and safer delivery of a large-bore aspiration catheter to a thrombus is a key element in achieving prompt
reperfusion. Although the trackability of catheters has extensively evolved, it remains crucial for neurointerventionalists to
understand practical techniques to overcome difficulties during
delivery of a large-bore catheter. These technical aspects will be
further discussed in the following section. Moreover, given that
frontline CA strategy commonly requires switching to rescue
therapy for achieving successful recanalization, it is important to
determine the main causes of switching, such as advancement
difficulty, large or hard thrombi, non-embolic etiology including
https://doi.org/10.5853/jos.2018.03076

in situ thrombotic occlusions, and tandem occlusion during
frontline CA relative to SR. In addition, as the reported limit of
frontline EVT attempts in previous studies ranged from 1 to 3
passes,11,25-27 determining the appropriate number of CA passes
before switching is necessary. As previously described, an RCT
comparing SR and CA as a frontline EVT (COMPASS trial) has just
completed enrollment in the United States.12 Therefore, a metaanalysis of the ASTER and the COMPASS trials will provide further information.
The details of procedural and clinical outcomes with frontline CA techniques are summarized in Table 2.

Technical aspects of contact aspiration
The following section describes practical techniques of the CA
procedure. We have endeavored to describe these as objectively
as possible, by reviewing relevant articles. However, this description is inevitably based on the authors’ accumulated experience
considering the center’s long history of frontline CA (>700 cases
over 9 years) for the treatment of emergent LVO patients.

Stepwise description of the contact aspiration
procedure, focusing on technical tips and current
controversies
The CA procedure is initiated by advancing the guiding catheter to the proximity of the occluded target vessel. There are
two common selections for a guiding catheter including an 8
or 9 Fr balloon guiding catheter (BGC) or a 6 Fr neurosheath.
Specifically, CA users commonly use a 6 Fr neurosheath (usually a Neuron 088 Max, Penumbra), while others use a BGC. Investigations using in vitro and animal stroke models have suggested that flow arrest using a BGC reduces the risk of distal
embolization and increases the flow reversal effect compared
to a conventional guide catheter.29,30 Recent clinical studies
also demonstrated that BGC use was associated with a higher
rate of successful recanalization including a “first pass effect”
and a shorter procedure time in SR-based EVT.28,31,32 Therefore,
BGC use has been generally recommended in SR thrombectomy. However, there has been a lack of studies determining the
role of a BGC in CA for acute LVO patients. Very recently, a
comparative analysis was performed between BGC utilization
and non-utilization groups in cases of frontline CA cases from
a Korean multi-center registry.33 A total of 429 patients enrolled, and a BGC was used in 45.2% of patients. Compared to
the non-BGC group, BGC utilization significantly reduced the
number of CA passes (mean, 2.6 vs. 3.4, P<0.001), puncture-torecanalization time (mean, 56 minutes vs. 64 minutes,
P=0.018), and embolization to distal or different site (0.5% vs.
http://j-stroke.org
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3.4%, P=0.045). The BGC group showed significantly higher final (89.2% vs. 72.8%, P<0.001) and first-pass recanalization
success rates (24.2% vs. 8.1%, P<0.001). Those results were
concurrent with previous clinical studies that involved frontline
SR, which could be explained by the aforementioned advantages of BGC including a decrease in distal embolization and
an increase in the flow reversal effect. The authors agreed with

Frontline Contact Aspiration in Endovascular Treatment

recent suggestions of an additional positive effect of BGC use
in EVT.34-36 Theoretically, there are two key factors that determine how much force is required to retrieve the clot: the impaction force and the combined force induced from friction
and adhesion between the thrombus and the vessel wall. The
impaction force is the pressure gradient across the thrombus,
which is determined by proximal systemic blood pressure and

Table 2. Summary of procedural and clinical outcomes with frontline contact aspiration techniques
No.

Target
occlusion

Procedure time
(min, mean)

Frontline mTICI
2b-3 reperfusion
(%)

Kang et al. (2011)17

22

AC, PC

40.2

Hwang et al. (2013)19

20

ICA

62.7

37

AC, PC

ADAPT FAST (2014)

100

Eom et al. (2014)56

32

Study

Final mTICI 2b-3
reperfusion (%)

Favorable clinical
outcome (%)

NA

81.9*

45.5

NA

64.7*

45

28.1 (TICI 2b)

NA

97.3*

NA

AC, PC

36.6

78*

95*

40

BA

75.5

NA

88

34

Observational studies: contact aspiration

18

Turk et al. (2014)

20

21

Vargas et al. (2017)

191

AC, PC

37.3

74*

94*

54.1

Möhlenbruch et al. (2017)42

85

AC, PC

21† (CA only)
53† (rescue SR)

64.7*

96.5*

49.4

Gory et al. (2018)43

20

AC, PC

31†

NA

80

35

AC, PC

†

NA

84.1*

47.6

44

107

Sallustio et al. (2018)

40

Randomized controlled trials: contact aspiration
THERAPY (2016)24

55

AC

NA

70

73

38

ASTER (2017)11: CA

192

AC

38†

63.0

85.4

45.3

ASTER (2017)11: SR

189

AC

45†

67.7

83.1

50.0

AC

60†

NA

73.8*

49.2

†

Observational studies: frontline SR vs. CA including switching
Kang et al. (2013)27: CA

61

27

Kang et al. (2013) : SR switching

74

AC

68

55.7*

85.1*

67.6

Son et al. (2016)54: CA

18

BA

62.3

NA

100*

44.4

Son et al. (2016) : SR

13

BA

101.9

NA

84.6*

38.5

Delgado Almandoz et al. (2016)22: CA

45

AC

50

69*

89*

56

54

22

Delgado Almandoz et al. (2016) : Solumbra

55

AC

51

82*

84*

31

Lapergue et al. (2016)25: CA

124

AC

45†

50.8

82.3

53.0

Lapergue et al. (2016)25: SR

119

AC

50†

NA

68.9

54.8

†

57

Gory et al. (2018) : CA

46

BA

45

NA

87.0

40.0

Gory et al. (2018)57: SR

54

BA

56†

NA

72.2

34.0

26

Stapleton et al. (2018) : CA

47

AC

54.0

46.8

83.0

48.9

Stapleton et al. (2018)26: SR

70

AC

77.1

NA

71.4

41.4

†

60

Kang et al. (2018) : CA

67

BA

44

NA

94.0

40.3

Kang et al. (2018)60:SR

145

BA

38†

NA

90.3

46.9

mTICI, modified Thrombolysis In Cerebral Infarction; AC, anterior circulation; PC, posterior circulation; NA, not available; ICA, internal carotid artery; ADAPT
FAST, A Direct Aspiration first Pass Technique forced aspiration suction thrombectomy; BA, basilar artery; CA, contact aspiration; SR, stent retriever; THERAPY,
The Randomized, Concurrent Controlled Trial to Assess the Penumbra System’s Safety and Effectiveness in the Treatment of Acute Stroke; ASTER, the Contact
Aspiration vs Stent Retriever for Successful Recanalization; Solumbra, Solitatire plus Penumbra.
*Original TICI; †Median value.
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distal retrograde collateral flow. Thus, inflation of a BGC can
markedly reduce the systemic blood pressure on the proximal
clot surface, resulting in a decrease in the pressure gradient
across the clot (Figure 1).36 This can enhance the aspiration capacity in CA and SR thrombectomy. However, whether to use a
BGC during the CA procedure remains a matter of controversy
due to the limited evidence so far. Nonetheless, the positive re△P=Psys+Pa-Pcol

Pcol

△P
clot

Pa
Psys

△P=Pa-Pcol

Pcol

△P
clot

Pa

MCA M1

MCA M1
Pcol

ICA

Non-BGC

Pcol

ICA

A

B

BGC

Figure 1. Comparison of the pressure gradient (△P) across the clot between non-balloon guide catheters and balloon guide catheters in contact
aspiration procedures. The concept of this figure originated from Yoo et
al.36 (A) Contact aspiration under non-balloon guide catheter (△P=Psys+Pa–
Pcol). (B) Contact aspiration under balloon inflation of balloon guide catheter (△P=Pa-Pcol). MCA, middle cerebral artery; ICA, internal carotid artery;
BGC, balloon guiding catheter.

Ophthalmic

sults of this study warrant a further prospective study in a
large population to compare the outcomes of BGC utilization
and non-utilization in frontline CA-based EVT.
Once a guiding catheter is optimally positioned, delivery of a
large-bore aspiration catheter follows. This is a crucial step for
achieving early and quality reperfusion in a CA procedure, because the delivery of an aspiration catheter to the occluded
thrombus is not always easy due to the large caliber.13,34 Despite recent advances in aspiration catheters’ trackability, tortuosity itself and underlying intracranial atherosclerotic stenosis (ICAS) remain obstacles for passage. Moreover, the anatomical position of where an ophthalmic artery originates from the
carotid siphon can present an additional challenge. Technical
tips to overcome these problems are as follows. Steam shaping
of the tip of the large-bore aspiration catheter (Figure 2): if
some curves are provided to the tip of the catheter by steamshaping, it theoretically assists in passing the tortuous segment
during the FAST procedure. In most cases, delivery is more
smoothly achieved by steam-shaping the tip of the catheter to
a 45° curve. However, in some cases with extreme tortuosity or
severe underlying ICAS, a 90° curve or J-shape may be required. Secondly, coaxial advancement technique (Figure 2) can
overcome technical difficulty. If a microguidewire alone is used
for advancing the large-bore aspiration catheter, the gap between them will be large. This can result in difficulty steering

Posterior
communicating

Cavernous

Ophthalmic

A

B

Ophthalmic

Posterior
communicating

Cavernous

C

Posterior
communicating

Cavernous

D

E

Figure 2. Examples of two technical tips to overcome difficulties during advancement of large-bore catheters. (A) Advancement of a larger catheter through
carotid siphon can be challenging during the procedure. Steam shaping of the catheter tip with a 45° curve (B, C) and the coaxial advancement technique (D,
E) may facilitate advancement of aspiration catheter.
https://doi.org/10.5853/jos.2018.03076
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and controlling the catheter, making advancement through a
highly tortuous segment unlikely. The coaxial advancement
technique is recommended in this situation. Introducing another microcatheter of intermediate size between the aspiration catheter and microguidewire reduces the gap between
them, and ultimately allows greater ability to steer and control
during advancement. The authors’ technical preference for coaxial assembly is as follows. For the ICA and the proximal M1
segment of the MCA, it is recommended to use the ACE 068
(Penumbra) or the Sofia plus (MicroVention, Aliso Viejo, CA,
USA) for aspiration with a 2.3 Fr inner microcatheter and a
0.016-inch microguidewire. For smaller arteries, such as the
distal M1 segment or the M2 segment of the MCA or BA, the
Sofia 5 (MicroVention) or the Penumbra 4 Max for aspiration
with a 2.0 Fr inner microcatheter and a 0.014-inch microguidewire are recommended. This combination can be modified
according to preference. During this stage, it is recommended
to avoid distal passage of the thrombus by a microcatheter or
a microguidewire in cases where the patient’s vascular anatomy allows, because distal passage itself may theoretically elevate the probability of clot disruption and migration. However,
in cases where a patient’s arterial anatomy is tortuous, an inner microcatheter is necessarily advanced past the thrombus
over a microguidewire. Subsequently, the aspiration catheter is
advanced over it until it reaches the thrombus. Local angiography can be performed before aspiration to predict the original
path of the occluded segment and to outline the occlusion.
The final step of CA is aspiration of the clot. In this stage,
there are two important technical considerations: (1) where to
aspirate the thrombus, which involves optimal placement of

A

B
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the tip of the catheter into the thrombus and (2) how to aspirate the thrombus, which means choosing between manual syringe or pump aspiration techniques. For optimal location of
the catheter tip placement prior to aspiration, we recommend
the catheter tip is advanced into the clot as much as 1 radiopaque marker depth inside (Figure 3). If proper interfacing or
contact is achieved, no free blood flow into the tubing is noted.
If too proximally located, the tip may easily permit blood flow
during aspiration before proper engagement is achieved between the tip and the thrombus; if too distally located, the tip
may increase the chance of distal clot migration. When failure
occurs with the first attempt of CA, we typically advance the
tip 1 more marker depth into the thrombus for better contact.
If recanalization is not successful despite a couple of attempts
of CA as described, timely switching to rescue SR or CASPER is
recommended to reduce procedure time and increase recanalization success.11,25-27 The aspiration of the thrombus using negative pressure is the final step of CA. This can be produced by a
pump or a manual syringe. Although most ADAPT users employ
a pump, controversy remains regarding the benefit of pump
usage compared to manual syringe aspiration.37-40

Evolution of large-bore aspiration catheters for
contact aspiration
The efficacy of CA is strongly associated with the force of aspiration at the tip of the large-bore aspiration catheter.
Therefore, differences in the properties of each catheter may
inevitably dictate varying aspiration forces, and thus the efficacy of the procedure. In 2014, one in vitro study compared
various parameters of four large-bore catheters commercially

C

D

Figure 3. A case showing optimal location of the tip of a large-bore catheter during contact aspiration. (A) A 72-year-old woman presenting with mental
changes demonstrated acute occlusion at the top of the basilar artery to right proximal posterior cerebral artery in baseline angiography. (B) During the first
attempt, the catheter tip was advanced into the clot as much as 1 radiopaque marker depth inside (arrow). (C) The first attempt failed to retrieve the clot,
and the tip was advanced 1 more radiopaque marker depth inside the thrombus for better contact (arrow). (D) Complete recanalization was achieved in the
following angiography.
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available at the time.41 They analyzed the hemodynamic
properties such as catheter tip force, aspiration flow rate, and
effective flow lumen to determine the optimal catheter for
CA. The study demonstrated that the Penumbra 5 Max ACE
outperformed the other catheters in terms of hemodynamic
properties, perhaps due to its larger lumen and tapered design. Thus, the mainstay of aspiration catheters for CA became the Penumbra catheter family, which evolved from the
first-generation Penumbra reperfusion catheter up to the latest version, JET 7. Recently, several new large-bore catheters
have been released for the purpose of aspiration and simultaneous distal access, with a trend for larger internal diameter
and softer delivery, including Arc and React 68 by Medtronic,
Catalyst 6 and 7 by Stryker, and Sofia and Sofia plus by MicroVention (Table 1). The reported evidence is limited regarding the efficacy of these new catheters compared to Penumbra catheters, as most literature regarding CA, including
ADAPT and FAST, have involved Penumbra catheters. However,
the rates of successful recanalization (modified TICI 2b/3) using the new large-bore catheters were comparable to those
of previous reports using Penumbra catheters, which ranged
from 64.7% to 76.6% with CA alone and 80.0% to 96.5%
once rescue therapy was applied.42-44 Therefore, another in vitro study to compare the hemodynamic parameters of the
new catheters relative to Penumbra catheters is warranted.
More importantly, the accumulation of experience and clinical data from real practice is required for the thorough evaluation of new aspiration devices.

Period-to-period data from frontline contact
aspiration strategies at the authors’ institute
The frontline CA-based EVT protocol has been applied at the
authors’ institute since April of 2009 when the Penumbra System first launched in Korea (Figure 4). As previously described,
we only used a Penumbra reperfusion catheter for CA, rather
than the whole Penumbra System. The CA technique used was
FAST.17 FAST was repeatedly attempted to achieve reperfusion
until November 2010 when the Solitaire stent (Medtronic) was
commercially released. From that time, the authors applied a
‘switching’ concept from CA (FAST) to SR using the Solitaire
when FAST was not effective after three attempts.27 This protocol was maintained with a few minor changes, such as using
the Penumbra Max for CA and Trevo retriever (Stryker) for SR
in some cases, until September of 2016 when the ACE 68 (Penumbra) and Sofia (MicroVention) were imported to Korea. As
these new catheters have a larger internal diameter and more
stable support, we changed the rescue EVT from the bare SR
technology to CASPER when switching was required. As shown
in Figure 4, procedure and patient outcomes improved over
time, which may be connected to various factors including the
accumulation of the neurointerventionalists’ experiences
(achieving higher “first-pass effect” and prompt switching to
rescue EVT), more appropriate patient selection (due to advances in stroke imaging and protocols), and a better system of
care (faster patient transfer and in-hospital triage).
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Figure 4. Period-to-period data from the endovascular registry of the authors’ institute (unpublished data). We used a frontline contact aspiration based endovascular thrombectomy protocol from 2009. (A) Endovascular procedure times (minutes) decreased by period-to-period (upper value: mean; lower value: median). (B) The
rate of successful reperfusion (modified Thrombolysis In Cerebral Infarction 2b/3) and favorable clinical outcome (modified Rankin Scale [mRS] 0–2 or equal to prestroke mRS at 3 months) increased by period-to-period. Period 1: forced arterial suction thrombectomy (FAST) only (April 2009 to Novembet 2010; n=85). Period 2:
FAST to stent retriever switching (December 2010 to September 2016; n=489). Period 3: FAST to CASPER (October 2016 to June 2018; n=183).
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Special considerations for contact
aspiration
Frontline contact aspiration for acute large vessel
occlusion due to underlying intracranial
atherosclerotic stenosis
Acute LVO due to underlying ICAS, referred to as in situ thrombotic occlusion, is one of the major causes of failure or complicated EVT procedures.35 Such a procedural difficulty may lead
to increased procedure duration and poor functional recovery.45
Because of its unique pathologic features, such as plaque rupture and re-thrombosis after primary reperfusion, patients with
ICAS-related occlusions require a different EVT strategy from
that used for patients with embolism-related stroke. The strategy comprises two components: (1) frontline thrombectomy to
achieve primary recanalization of the target artery, and (2) rescue treatment to stabilize the irritable endothelium on the
ICAS segment to prevent re-occlusion.46-48 As previously described, the two major EVT techniques currently considered as
a frontline are SR and CA. However, it remains unclear which
EVT technique is more effective in this variant of stroke due to
a lack of studies. There have been only a few retrospective, single-arm case series regarding this topic to date. A case series
reported that frontline CA was effective in 62.5% (25 of 40) of
patients with an in situ thrombo-occlusion, and conversion to
SR was additionally required for the remaining 37.5% of the
cases.47 On the contrary, two other frontline SR-based studies
for ICAS-related occlusions demonstrated that SR was effective in 88.9% (eight of nine) and in 93.1% (27 of 29) of patients as a frontline EVT.46,49 Based on the authors’ experience,
there are several possible benefits of the SR over CA in patients
with ICAS-related occlusions. First, there can be a problem

Frontline Contact Aspiration in Endovascular Treatment

with contact during CA. In the case of proper contact achieved
between the tip of the catheter and the thrombus, clot retrieval is relatively easy, as ICAS-related occlusions tend to have
smaller clot burden than embolic occlusions (Figure 5A and B).
However, most ICAS segments are tapered and irregularly
shaped due to preexisting atherosclerosis within the vessel
wall, making it difficult to place the tip of a large-bore aspiration catheter in contact with the proximal surface of a thrombus (Figure 5C). In contrast, the SR is deployed across the stenotic segment; thus, it becomes fully engaged with the entire
length of the clot (Figure 5D). Second, this can provide another
potential advantage in revealing the underlying culprit stenosis
more readily after stent retrieval.50 Therefore, it is possible to
plan a subsequent rescue therapy earlier, which may be helpful
in reducing procedure time and achieving quality reperfusion.
Third, a temporary bypass can be achieved in most cases by
placing the SR across the target arterial occlusion site. The
temporary restoration of flow may cause thrombus reduction
or dissolution by endogenous thrombolysis.

Frontline contact aspiration in acute basilar artery
occlusion
It is well known that acute stroke caused by BA occlusion
tends to have devastating effects on patients. The outcome
and mortality associated with BA occlusions are worse than
those associated with anterior circulation stroke. 51-53 Although EVT has been validated as the standard of care in patients with anterior circulation stroke,8 the effectiveness and
safety of modern EVT remains uncertain for patients with
acute BA occlusion. However, modern EVT methods, which
mostly involve CA and SR, have continuously attempted to
improve the patients’ recovery in this variant of stroke, de-

A

B

C

D

Figure 5. Frontline thrombectomy for acute large vessel occlusion (LVO) due to underlying intracranial atherosclerotic stenosis (ICAS). (A) In situ thrombosis is a
main pathology of acute LVO due to underlying ICAS. Arrow denotes aggregated thrombi on the ruptured atherosclerotic plaque. (B) Clot retrieval is relatively easy
when proper contact is achieved between the tip of a large-bore aspiration catheter and the proximal surface of a clot, because this type of occlusion generally
has a small clot burden. (C) However, in some cases, contact is difficult because of the tapered and irregular anatomy of the stenotic lumen. (D) A stent retriever
behaves according to a different mechanism, which is deployed across the stenotic segment and then becomes fully engaged through the entire length of a clot.
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spite limited results due to small sample sizes and heterogeneous patient populations.54,55 In 2014, a case series reported
superior performance of FAST, an early variant of CA, in patients with acute BA occlusion compared to intra-arterial fibrinolysis.56 In this study, the FAST group had a shorter procedure time (mean, 75.5 minutes vs. 113.3 minutes, P=0.016)
and a higher successful revascularization rate (88% vs. 60%,
P=0.017) than the fibrinolysis group. Fair outcome, defined as
mRS 0–3, at 3 months was achieved in 34% of patients undergoing FAST and 8% of patients undergoing fibrinolysis
(P=0.019). Notably, the authors postulated the potential benefit of CA in acute BA occlusions. For the FAST method, the
aspiration catheter is advanced just proximal to the clot, then
negative pressure is applied to aspirate the thrombus. In addition, the advancement of the aspiration catheter can be
achieved without deep navigation distal to the clot assisted
by the relatively straight anatomy of the BA. Given that the
angiographically obscured distal artery beyond the BA occlusion is perforator-rich, distal deep navigation using a microwire and a microcatheter can have a risk of injuring the
small arteries. Thus, the FAST method may reduce the chance
of inadvertent hemorrhagic complications resulting from the
injury of perforating arteries. More recently, there have been
several reports demonstrating the superiority of CA over SR
in acute BA occlusions.54,57,58 Gory et al.57 analyzed procedural
details for 100 patients with acute BA occlusion and reported
that CA was superior to SR as a frontline strategy, which reported that CA achieved a significantly higher rate of complete reperfusion (modified TICI 3, 54.3% vs. 31.5%, P=0.021)
and a shorter procedure time (45 minutes vs. 56 minutes,
P=0.05) than SR thrombectomy. However, they found similar
rates of successful reperfusion (modified TICI 2b/3) and good
outcome between the two approaches. Similarly, two other
case series reported that CA achieved a higher rate of complete recanalization and shorter procedure time than SR in
patients with acute BA occlusion.54,58 On the contrary, Mokin
et al.59 found no significant differences in procedure time,
rate of successful reperfusion, or rate of good outcomes between the SR and CA in a cohort of 100 patients with posterior circulation strokes. In a multi-center, retrospective observational study based on 212 patients with acute BA occlusion
in Korea, SR and CA had similar outcomes as a frontline EVT
in terms of successful reperfusion (modified TICI 2b/3, 90.3%
vs. 94%, P=0.371), mRS 0–2 at 90 days (46.9% vs. 40.3%,
P=0.369), hemorrhagic infarction (20.7% vs. 13.4%, P=0.205),
and mortality (15.9% vs. 16.4%, P=0.918).60 Thus, it remains
controversial which method is a better frontline EVT in acute
BA occlusions. However, with the recent improvements in
https://doi.org/10.5853/jos.2018.03076

procedural and patient outcomes, modern EVT might be considered as the standard of care for eligible patients with
acute BA occlusion, and further RCTs are recommended to
confirm the efficacy of modern EVT in the near future.

Summary
This article briefly reviewed the recent footprints of CA with a
focus on related RCTs, technical skills, and device technologies.
The initial results of CA were comparable to those of SR, allowing for a RCT (THERAPY) to compare CA plus intravenous alteplase vs intravenous alteplase alone. Although the THERAPY
study failed to achieve the primary endpoint, the ASTER study
recently showed a similar efficacy between CA and SR as a
frontline EVT for successful recanalization among patients with
acute LVO in the anterior circulation. Based on the review of
the literature and the authors’ experience, there are two key
factors for improving results of CA: (1) technically, understanding practical skills, including troubleshooting steps to overcome
difficulties during the delivery of a large-bore catheter, in order
to achieve quick, quality reperfusion, and (2) conceptually, protocolizing the switch to rescue EVT (either SR or CASPER) when
the recanalization is insufficient after a few attempts of CA. A
frontline CA strategy means EVT is no longer solely dependent
on CA alone, but rather the whole EVT procedure, including up
to a couple of attempts of CA followed by prompt switching to
rescue therapy. Thus, further RCTs investigating these factors
are strongly recommended to confirm the best frontline EVT
strategy considering efficacy, safety, and cost-effectiveness. In
addition, device technologies including newer versions of aspiration catheters are continuously evolving and demonstrating
noteworthy results; therefore, accumulation of experience and
clinical data seems necessary to evaluate new aspiration devices for improved CA outcomes.
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